
Episode 1: 
turning burned trash

into hot cash!



Introduction



Blogger, traveller,
innovation analyst (on leave), 
tech enthusiast (always on)

“When I close my eyes,   
I see digitalization”

(and those in the bucket are baby sea turtles about to be released into the sea!)

Hi, I’m Eva Sánchez 
Guerrero.

@lavigi
www.techmex.es

From          living in



And this is where this submission 
fits in the hackaton



The Challenge



Anenecuilco,
Ayala,

Morelos,
México

(except for…)

I

General Emiliano Zapata, leader of the Mexican Revolution, was born here.



Many neighbors burn their trash!

Despite 
having a 
pretty 
good 
public 
garbage 
collection 
system



So the Townhall has a problem

Sometimes it’s worse. Not impressive for such a small town!





The Solution



What if the Townhall only had to 
motivate its citizens to deliver their 
trash to the garbage truck instead of 
burning it? 



Motivation
• Intrinsic: when the person is sure of the goodness of their 

actions and carries them out with pleasure. There is no friction.

• Extrinsic: it takes place when some kind of prize is involved. It 
could be monetary, it could just be praise. Some effort is 
required.

The theory is that the person who creates a habit through 
extrinsic motivation eventually will see the goodness of it and will 
start to embrace the new practice. Some good information and 
the right amount of peer pressure helps with this.



What if…
Every time a person delivers their trash to the 
garbage truck, they receive a small payment, 
of varied amount, not known in advance. 
Maybe just 5 pesos, maybe you’re lucky and 
you get 500?

If you already bothered to open the door and 
interact with the dustmen to get the payment, 
you will probably give them the trash too.

Psychology says 
that we humans get 
used to gifts if they 
are predictable. We 
even get angry if we 
stop receiving them. 
Gifts! We take them 

for granted. 
Randomness helps.

Here’s the magic: 
we’re hacking 

behavior through 
gamification.



What about fraud?

We’ll get to that, don’t worry.



3 parts to the solution

1. A generator of unique QR stickers for each 
home, with the information encrypted.

2. A simple app used by the dustmen (or any 
other civil servant) to validate that the trash 
has been collected – and trigger a small –
sometimes bigger- payment to the dweller.

3. An anomaly detector tool for spotting fraud 
(neighbor and dustmen).



Part 1: QR Code Generator
The neighbors will use a responsive web site to fill out some basic 
personal information. The Web site will get their coordinates.

The Web site will generate a QR code. The neighbor can:

• Download the QR and print a sticker for the dustbin.

• Download the QR into their phone.

The QR code will contain the information that needs to be 
scanned in order to proceed to the payment.

The information is encrypted. Anyone reading it with a QR 
scanner will only see gibberish.



Part 1: Demo

You can try it out at:

https://www.techmex.es/dogood/qrgen.php



Part 1: Demo



Part 1: Demo
Scanning that QR code gives you this:

8XLTc/MmwE3+NjhJ5a9LUHd6mcp/QX7J9v6A/NB7R9SgbttoRSUngn0qN+
xccQIe3OWKzbsAGHZ6PVNxclQBwKouMTwm0Cxi+Wr2QFUGhEum/Z3n0
e5k5GkuVeFlSdgK5F6lLjkiGZ8lQEHNIRxE8BHDts4qFXSAW+U/3nLlAPZZ
M1teNr14Jz+hHYziZ/D4pFbNh/fMAMmx2PANgJYHTZJaTqmjYbCbbWeff27
hMlJK5ZLfvstGtLHq68DjLAA5kceqqKWMoH4Q6ZUyqD0lI0jCozU90RzvJLI
Y0cRvzxjbIDUH3Ijy1u09shkfXFzIeKFIiMKYVtc7kuWjGW0dRHPNoAaEtx80
BpnWBzEv3bTx/VgfkkLAaTOK4fWKizZCQzzG7uhAG0u+QvfsekX2GJ2+dx
0sW2KsLjEYpdyMTUQdq4a85eHOHmY9c+x6fSY722QBVBEWdyex7yn2i+
e8ksQGSn8nlSI253fssdgxZopHH1iZp+8Mogg36RVtkjNhZvGOxri3FB0UhJg
Q/8xGD4Bv6JXZa3ayZhl1hw==

Which is AES-128 for the following JSON object:



Part 1: Demo

This bit is exactly the creditor part of the 
payload of the Creditor Payment Request 
solution > Payment Request API. The API 
will be invoked by the 2nd part of the solution: 
part 2: civil servant app.

This is the geolocation data gathered by the 
QR code generator tool. It will be recorded in 
permanent storage by part 2 of the solution 
and used by part 3: fraud detection.



Part 2: Civil Servant App
The dustman (in my neighborhood, a woman, by the way!) will scan 
the QR code on the bin or presented by the neighbor if and only if they 
are collecting their trash.

Once scanned, the app will:

1. Decipher the QR code information, which, as we have just seen, 
contains:

• The creditor part of the payload for the Creditor Payment Request solution 
> Payment Request API.

• Geolocation (latitude, longitude).



Part 2: Civil Servant App
2. Add a timestamp to the JSON object, the truck number plate too.

3. Draw the amount to pay to the neighbor (3 tiers of prizes: small 
amount, medium amount, big prize, each with a set probability with 
p1+p2+p3=1).

4. Invoke the Creditor Payment Request solution > Payment 
Request API with the debtor information (the Townhall’s) and the 
creditor’s (the neighbor’s, pulled from the JSON object).

5. Store the transaction in a central data repository.

6. The dustman can then show the payment info.



Part 2: Demo

You can try it out at:

https://www.techmex.es/dogood/qrread.php



Part 2: Demo

Problems setting up the 
Android emulator camera, 

apologies!



Part 2: Demo



Part 3: Fraud Detection
I don’t have a demo for this, but I’ll describe it anyway.

We will have all transactions in a central repository. They can be sorted 
by date and time. These can be mapped as we have latitudes and 
longitudes too, thus tracing the garbage trucks’ routes. We can detect 
any transaction that doesn’t sit naturally in a route.

As we also have timestamps, we can also detect very easily 
transactions that take place outside of dustmen’s working hours.

An anomaly detection ML tool would be used.



Technology



QR Generator

Responsive web site built with PHP, Bootstrap and a bit of 
jQuery. Using Google Maps API for geolocation.

https://www.techmex.es/dogood/qrgen.html

I have included a tooltip to let neighbors know that if they struggle 
with the QR generator, they can go to the Townhall where a civil 
servant will create it for them.



Civil Servant App
Responsive web site built with PHP, Bootstrap and a bit of jQuery.

https://www.techmex.es/dogood/qrread.php

For a production version, this would have to be converted into an app. 
Also a centralized data repository to store transactions’ information 
would need to be created.

My technology of choice for apps is Flutter. The data repository 
structure is a single table, we may not even need a relational 
database (SQL) and something simpler like Azure DocumentDB may 
be enough.



Scaling



It’s not just about trash…

Any geolocalized behaviour

Any behaviour that requires personal interaction with a civil 
servant, a volunteer, or any kind of authorized agent

could be gamified and hacked for good with this solution

… and this is a very tall value proposition!



We know how to turn burned trash 
into hot cash!

So, what’s Episode 2 going to be?



Thank you!


